
   Illustrator of the Month: Jackie Morris

 I am Cat
by  Jackie Morris

ISBN: 9781847805232
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Lincoln Children's Books
Pub. Date: 2014-12-16
Pages: 32
Price: $9.99

A cat sleeps, curled up in a warm place, and while it sleeps it dreams. . . 
 
 of being a tiger, flame cat of the forest; a cheetah - fast as the wind on the African plains; a lion, lounging through the heat of the day, tangled in sunshine on
the African savannah; a jaguar, perfectly camouflaged deep in the jungle. And the cat dreams of being a lynx, a puma, a snow leopard, a Scottish wild cat, an
Asian fishing cat, and the rare Amur leopard. Finally Cat wakes, a domestic cat again, telling his dreams to the child who is stroking him. 
 
 Ten wild habitats, ten wild cats and one domestic cat are dramatically and beautifully illustrated in this unique celebration of the cat.

 The Ice Bear
by Jackie Morris

ISBN: 9781912050468
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Graffeg
Pub. Date: 2018-08-01
Pages: 48
Price: $35.99

In distant northern lands, the ice bear has given birth to two tiny cubs. As she sleeps, Raven the trickster steals one cub away, dropping him as a human child
in the path of a hunter and his wife. The childless hunter and his wife rejoice at this wonderful gift and hold their newfound child close. As the years pass,
the ice bear never forgets her second cub and pines for what she has lost. This magical tale set in Jackie Morris's stunning icy landscapes tells a tale of
tolerance and understanding, and reminds us of our duty to take care of this world's wild creatures. Jackie's glorious illustrations and lyrical text are now
matched by the lavish production values of this book.

 The Quiet Music of Gently Falling Snow
by Jackie Morris

ISBN: 9781910862650
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Graffeg
Pub. Date: 2017-08-01
Pages: 100
Price: $49.95

A beautifully illustrated collection of interconnected folk tales by internationally bestselling author Jackie Morris, set in a world of music, curious animals,
and towers that reach the stars. The tales are illustrated with a series of musically-themed illustrations, originally created for UK charity Help Musicians.

 The White Fox
by Jackie Morris

ISBN: 9781781127391
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Barrington Stoke Ltd
Pub. Date: 2018-05-01
Pages: 104
Price: $15.95

The day the fox came things began to change for Sol. Lost, alone and far away from home, Sol feels a deep connection with the little Arctic fox he discovers
down at the Seattle docks - he too feels lost in the big city. Dad is always busy working and Sol misses the grandparents they have left behind. So Sol
decides to take the little fox back home, reuniting his own family in the process.
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 The Wild Swans

by Jackie Morris

ISBN: 9781847805362
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Lincoln Children's Books
Pub. Date: 2015-10-01
Pages: 176
Price: $20.99

This very beautiful and lyrical extended version of the fairy tale 'The Wild Swans' by Hans Christian Andersen is the much anticipated companion to East of
the Sun, West of the Moon. With strong characterization of the heroine and also with more rounded characterisation of the wicked stepmother than in the
original version, and with delicate watercolor paintings throughout, this is both a wonderful story and delightful gift. Beautifully presented in a jacketed
edition with foiled title.
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